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Redman Road: Blind Man’s Bluff 

and follow it to roof. L under this, then up line 

above. Take R line above tree, moving L at overhang, 

then up. Mike Law, Chris Baxter 17.4.92 

For the next two, go another 25m past the scramble 

up to The Prow. 

10. Sitting Duck  25m 15 

At the R hand end of the cliff is a steep orange wall 

with 3 rightward leaning diagonal cracks. Scramble 

in from the R to the ledge beneath the wall. The LH 

crack passing some alarming blocks at half height. 

Helmet essential. Rob Burton, Philip Armstrong 7.5.07 

11. *Gun Brig  25m 18 

The poor man’s Man o’ War . The central crack. Philip 

Armstrong, Rob Burton 7.5.07 
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Redman Road:  Barbican Wall 

Barbican Wall  

      rating 
 

 12 minutes 5-10 minutes E, SE excellent one bar   

Dedicated to Wade Stevens, for his lasting contribu-

tions and helpful diagrams, published by the VCC 

prior to his untimely death in this area in 2001.   

Special thanks to Philip Armstrong for assistance 

with the topos. 

An old fashioned cliff with easy access and some 

good middle grade climbs. It faces south and is 

consequently a good summer destination. The hill 

sides and gullies around here are very steep and 

unstable, so take care. 

 Drive to Redman Road as described earlier 

and drive for 3.2 km from the main Grampians 

road. There is a large boulder on the left with a 

cairn on it. There is a spot to park 1 or 2 cars on 

the right of the road just beyond this.  For refer-

ence, there is another 3-4m high boulder on the 

right, about 60-70m further. 

 About 15m past (east of) the cairned boulder, 

enter the bush.  There should be a cairn 5m in.  A 

rough track heads left across the slope up to the 

cliff, meeting it just below Vegie’s Cannon Balls.  

Descent: abseil rings have been placed at the top 

of the Queequeg buttress. One 45m abseil reaches 

the ground. 

If descending at the LH end of the cliff, cairns have 

been placed leading to this abseil point which is 

reached easily from the top of the central part of 

the cliff. At the RH end of cliff a number of unsta-

ble gullies lead down R of Scurvy, some needing 

short abseils at the bottom. 

 Just right of where the track meets the cliff, a 

steep bushy gully ascends upwards, this gully pro-

vides access to Queequeg and The Black Pearl 

which is about 30m uphill on the left side.  Passing 

that gully, another dead-end gully with a nice SE-

facing face on its left is Mutinous Dog.  The red 

rock arete delineating the right-hand side of this is 

Ramrod Arete.  Around right from here is another 

nice SE-facing wall, this is Pirate Wall. 

1. Vegie’s Cannon Balls DF  22m 17 

1) 15m (10) As for Vegie’s Cannon Balls. 2) 22m (17) 

Straight up wide crack to top. Steep, loose and fiddly 

to protect. Philip Armstrong, Peter Cody 8.3.08 

2. Vegie's Cannon Balls  43m 12 

 start not verified. Wandering and uninspiring. 

Start 35m L of Queequeg. A flake crack leading to-

wards yellow overhangs. 1) 15m (10) Up flake crack 

to ledge below big chimney/crack line. 2) 12m (12) 

Up line about 6m then traverse R around arete to 

flake line. 3) 16m (12) Up.  Chris Baxter, Chris Dewhirst 

20.1.73 

3. *Queequeg  53m 15 

A long overlooked route with interesting climbing 

on all pitches. A good easier multi pitch adventure. 

Go up the gully towards The Black Pearl for about 

20m, until the end of the smooth wall on your L.  

There’s a bushy ramp above, leading into a L-facing 

corner, L of the major prow above. 1) 30m (13) 

Scramble up ramp and R into corner.  Up to wider 

crack.  Up wall L of this, continue up face to roof 

then R into chimney. Squeeze through, then chim-

ney to large ledge on top of pillar. 2) 16m (15) Step 

R off ledge and climb overhang to another small 

ledge. Step R to L-facing flake and up over next 

overhang to large ledge. 3) 14m (15) The delightful 

hand crack. Lyle Closs, Keith Lockwood 20.1.73 

To find this next route, find the ‘landmark flake’ 

which is a flake about 1/3 of the way up the left wall 

of the main gully, delineating the right-hand side of 

an orange wall and with a square 2mx2m roof at 

about 16m and a smaller triangular roof left of the 

flake at 7-8m.  Or, just refer to the topo on the fol-

lowing page. 

4. *The Black Pearl  46m 18 

Quite good climbing up a series of cracks and flakes 

directly below the abseil descent. Scramble up the L 

side of the gully, R of the point where the track ar-

rives. Start 3m R of the landmark flake on the L side 

of the gully, below a thin crack.  This is about 25m R 

of Queequeg. 1) 14m (14) Thin crack up prow of but-

tress to ledge. 2) 20m (17) Up seam and L to R curv-

ing jam crack, up this to break. It is also possible to 

take the seam direct at about the same grade. Then 

2m R to crack, follow this to good ledge. 
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3) 12m (18) Up the thin seams in the middle of the 

wall behind. This is roughly midway between 2 more 

prominent crack lines, the L one of which is the 

lovely final pitch of Queequeg.  Peter Cody, Philip Arm-

strong (alt) 8.3.08 

It is quite easy to traverse left to link The Black Pearl 

into the top sections of Queequeg.  See topo. 

There are no other routes in the gully. The next 

route starts on the SE-facing left wall of the next am-

phitheatre right of The Black Pearl. 

I don’t believe the ‘prominent tree’ is there any more 

in the next description:  tbc 

5. *Morgan  73m 16 

The top 2 pitches are quite good, the first is just a 

way of accessing them. Start 10m up the L wall of 

the next alcove right of the main gully, below an 

overhang at 5m. 1) 35m (10) Follow broken corners 

and blocks heading up to a prominent tree below a 

short corner with overhangs. 2) 17m (16) Up around 

overhangs in corner and up crack to ledge. 3) 20m 

(16) Up the line with an awkward bulge. Keith Lock-

wood, Lyle Closs (alt) 21.1.73 

Don’t Forget!  International Talk-Like-a-Pirate Day, 

19 September. Garrrr! 

6. *Mutinous Dog  73m 19 

A good first pitch which is a bit fierce near the top 

where aid was originally used. The upper pitches 

wander to get to the top. It is possible to find abseil 

trees but many of these are a not safe after the fires. 

Start as for Morgan.  Might be a faint initial (not 

sighted). 1) 18m (19) Up over blocks moving R at 7m 

to fine groove (PR). Up this to ledge. 2) 18m (11) Up 

a couple of meters then traverse L to arete. Up wall 

passing loose flake and thin crack to ledge. 3) 12m 

(10) Arete to ledge. 4) 15m (12) 5m R and up corner. 
Mike Stone, Chris Dewhirst, Ian Ross (var), Bob Connell 1973 (one 

aid). FFA Roland Pauligk 1975 

7. *Mutinous Dog Direct  33m 21 

1) 18m (19) As for MD.  2) 15m (21) Straight up wall 

to roof (crux) and up to belay on L. Find a suitably 

stable abseil tree and bail, or continue up the origi-

nal route. Peter Martin, Simon Carter 8.5.90 

8. Ramrod Arete  68m 15 

The faintly initialled (above head height) crack/ 

groove on the L arête of The Pirate wall, about 12m 

R (across the gully) from Mutinous Dog.  1) 15m (14) 

Poor rock to start, then up to overhang, then wall 

above to stance. 2) 20m (12) Corner to roof, R, up 

and back L to arete. Up to stance on L. 3) 33m (15) 

Up arete, then slightly L and up to old rusty peg. 

Above this follow shallow crack/seam up pimply 

rock to ledge. Up easily on blocks. (This pitch origi-

nally headed into the dirty gully on the L). Chris Baxter, 

Bob Connell (alt) 21.1.73 

9. *The Pirate  47m 16 

The first pitch is excellent – sustained, interesting 

and varied.  This would have earned it two stars but 

the route fizzles out in the last 8m of the second 

pitch. Start at the steep L-leading flake on the SE-

facing wall 4m R of Ramrod Arete. Initialled (at 1.5m) 

on the L. 1) 22m (16) Follow the flake up to a small 

overhang, up then R to a vertical crack which leads 

to a ledge. 2) 25m (13) Move 2m R then straight up 

wall to the left of a small roof.  Up crack on its L, up 

to next roof then L around the arete. Traverse L to an 

old piton, up then back R and up along ledges. Peter 

Watling, Keith Wadsworth (alt, 2 aids), Ross Vining 21.1.73.  FFA 

Roland Pauligk 1975 
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There’s now a chain+ring left of The Pirate DF that 

obsoletes the decaying abseil tree over right.  40m. 

10. **The Pirate DF  42m 19 

1) 22m (16) As for The Pirate. 2) 20m (19) Up TP 

pitch 2 to the second roof. Over this using L-leaning 

flake. Move R 2m to thin crack in bulge (RPs). Steep 

finish up past horizontal break. Nick Tapp, Mike Totterdell 

1.12.91 (one aid). FFA Nick Tapp, Stephen Hamilton, Gary Lyons, 

Mike Totterdell 14.12.91 

11. *Solitaire  20m 17 

Looks good and rather hard for the grade. Start at a 

crack 5m R of the Pirate. L at overlap on to block. Up 

and R to finish up thin crack to ledge. Either move L 

to continue up Pirate or find some means of escape. 

Wayne Maher 02.92 

12. **Harbinger  45m 19 

A good sustained route that links Stormbringer into 

The Pirate DF. Pitch 1 was originally written up as 

Stormbringer LHV. Start as for Stormbringer. 1) 25m 

(19) Up Stormbringer to overhang, move 2m L to ar-

ete. Up to overlap then veer R up wall to recessed 

triangular ledge. Up to stance on arete (same belay 

as Stormbringer). 2) 20m (19) Up to overlap (Storm-

bringer steps R here), then hand traverse L to rest 

under prominent ‘pulpit’ feature. Steeply up L to 

dimply ledge under roof. Step L and finish up The Pi-

rate DF. P1: Mark Poustie, Wade Stevens  21.3.98 P2: Wade 

Stevens, NiNa Cullen 3.2.01.  The FA actually finished by stepping 

right and up through flake/overhang, but better as written. 
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13. **Stormbringer  48m 21 

A superb route on good rock. Start as for Rapier. 1) 

30m (21) Start up Rapier then go straight up vertical 

corner capped by an overhang. Pass this on the R 

and power boldly up wall to shallow corner, step L to 

nose.  2) 18m (20) Up wall to large ledge, finish up 

Rapier DF. Peter Martin, Simon Carter 8.5.90 

A combination route starts up Stormbringer then 

moves R into Rapier, then up its Direct Finish.  Grade 

20.  

15. **Rapier Direct Finish  50m 20 

Steep and exciting. As was fashionable for the FA 

team, it was originally graded a couple of grades 

lower. 1) 35m (17) As for Rapier. pitch length tbv  2) 

15m (20) Straight up the overhanging corner and 

cracks above. Tim Beaman, Roland Pauligk 1977 

16. *Rapier  66m 17 

The corner pitch is very good but the rest of the 

route is worthless. Usually combined with the Direct 

Finish to give an excellent outing. Start about 7m R 

of The Pirate at a scrubby blocky line leading up to 

an obvious attractive corner. Marked with a faint X at 

2m. 1) 35m (17) Up scrubby blocky line to corner, 

sustained climbing up this to the roof then L to 

ledge. 2) 16m (15) Intimidating traverse back R into 

corner and across its R wall. From the ledge climb 

the wall above to a roof. 3) 8m (14) Traverse L to lip 

and up. Peter Watling, Rick Potter (var, one aid, seconded free) 

7.1.73.  FFA Roland Pauligk 1975 

Now across to the right-hand side of the alcove. 

17. Ocean Rain  16m 18 

A variant start to The Doldrums. Start on the L side of 

The Doldrums arete. Up to ledge on arête at 5m, then 

up to take overhang on L side. then?  Wade Stevens, 

Mark Poustie 21.3.98 

18. The Doldrums  54m 15 

Start at the R arete of the Pirate/Rapier alcove. 1) 

40m (15) Up arete to obvious overhang. R, up wall, 

then back to arete and up to ledge. 2) 14m (15) Skirt 

overhang and up. Keith Lockwood, Peter Watling (alt) Jean-

Philippe Weibel 25.8.74 

19. The Hornpipe  63m 11 

Looks awful. The chimney just R of The Doldrums. 1) 

33m (11) Up chimney to stance under roof on R. 2) 

30m (11) Up chimney. Chris Baxter, Keith Lockwood (alt) 

20.1.73 

20. *Storm Variant  58m 17 

Start as for Storm.  1) 25m (17) Continue up L into V 

corner above roofs where Storm traverses R. Belay on 

ledge on R after V groove. 2) 33m (14) Traverse R to 

Storm and finish up this. Hugh Foxcroft, Peter Martin (alt) 

18.1.82 

21. Storm  66m 18 

The first pitch, whilst indirect, is quite good with 

steep interesting climbing. Double ropes will help 

avoid rope drag. Unfortunately pitch 2 is pretty ordi-

nary. Start 6m R of The Hornpipe, below stepped 

roofs. 1) 39m (18) Climb blocky wall to roof, traverse 

L under it to small corner. Up to next roof, swing 

back R around arête (watch drag) and traverse R to 

foot of prominent, shallow L-facing corner which is 

followed (crux) to a problematic exit R. Belay on a 

block 4m above. Finish up right wall. (Some parties 

belay 10m early due to drag).  2) 27m (14) Up dirty 

corner using cleaner R wall where possible. Chris De-

whirst, Chris Baxter (alt) 31.1.73 

Wayne Maher wrote up another variant called 

‘Storm And Mary’ in 1996, but subsequently con-

ceded this was basically a repeat of Storm. 

22. The Perfect Storm  69m  grade? 

I haven't found a description of this.  It tackles an 

impressive wall above P1 of Storm. 

There is a diagram that includes it in the VCC ‘SE 

Grampians update volume 2’, showing it as I have 

marked on the topo, with 2 bolts in the lower sec-

tion and 4 bolts on the upper wall. 
FA unknown, possibly 2000 

8m R of Storm is a major line with a prominent large 

groove at about 20m. There was an old runner aban-

doned in this groove, evidence of an unsuccessful 

attempt. They backed off because of a huge “widow 

maker” that was poised at the top of this large 

groove.  It’s not there any more, so ‘good call’. 
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23. *Peg-Leg  64m 16 

A worthwhile multi pitch adventure. The first route 

climbed on the cliff. There is apparently a grade 19 

variant that can be climbed on on P2 but I have no 

idea where it goes. Start at the R of 2 V corners, 

capped by overhangs, 25m R of Storm. 1) 20m (14) 

The corner to overhang, out R to arete and up until 

you can traverse back L on a slab. Up little corner, 

heading L of the guano, to belay  not sure where be-

lay is. Take care avoiding loose blocks on this pitch. 

2) 24m (16) Corner to roof, L to enter steep crack, up 

to belay on L. 3) 20m (14) Up line. Chris Baxter, Mike 

Stone (alt) 7.1.73 

24. Man Overboard  75m 17 

The second pitch is sustained, dirty and on some-

thing less than rock. You have been warned. Start 

7m R of Peg-leg. 1) 16m (13) Up line past distinctive 

and terrifying perched block @8m to just R of cor-

ner. Poor belay in manky rock. 2) 36m (17) Up corner 

and R face searching desperately for anything re-

sembling solid rock. Don’t even think of falling off. 

3) 23m (14) Corner to roof, R and up chimney to 

second roof. Exit L and up crack. Not a bad pitch re-

ally. Chris Baxter, Keith Lockwood (alt) 13.1.73 

There’s a painted “R” 4m right of Man Overboard. 

25. Yawl  75m 14 

Start 6m R of Man Overboard, and 2m R of the “R”. 1) 

23m (14) From faint chipped initial + square, climb 

corner then up slightly R of flakes to block on wide 

bushy ledge. 2) 20m (14) Move to back of ledge and 

climb L corner crack and on past blocks and bush to 

foot of P3 of MO. 3) 23m (14) As for P3 of MO but 

belay on ledge with pimply rock and below large 

summit block. 4) 8m Traverse L about 4m over gap, 

then easily up to top. John McMahon, Kevin Lindorff (alt) 

27.1.73 

26. Mermaids  35m 10 

Very shattered and unstable since the fires, best 

avoided. Start at crack 2m R of Yawl. 1) Up crack to 

large ledge.  2) L past detached blocks to take 

prominent crack on L to large tree. Julie Anderson, 

Wendy Hazell 8.5.90. Pitch lengths not stated. 

27. Mermen  55m 17 

Takes a prominent crackline and gives varied climb-

ing on sound rock on the last 2 pitches. Originally 

started as for Mermaids, but this is not recom-

mended. From just L of the Man o’ War buttress a L 

leading ramp heads up the cliff to a ledge with a 

large tree. 1) 15m (8) Up broken bushy ramp to 

ledge below where rock becomes steep and solid. 2) 

30m (17) Climb shallow groove on the R. From top 

of groove step R to steep thin crack. alt: Up to next 

large tree [21feb: didn’t see 2nd tree, check with 

drone] and up groove behind and on the R of it. Up 

this and the crack and grooves above to a ledge be-

low a short headwall. 3) 10m (16) Stimulating seam 

up steep wall. Peter Cody, Philip Armstrong (alt) 25.1.07 

28. *Man o' War  60m 19 

An exciting battle up a steep line with some suspect 

rock. Protection is very good, if you can trust the 

rock. Hexes might be useful. Start at a large steep 

yellow wall up and R of the ramp leading to Mermen. 

It has a couple of obvious cracks up it and Man o’ 

War takes the LH one. Scramble up to its base, care-

ful as the ground is a bit unstable around here. 1) 

35m (19) Up wall to ledge then steep crack. 2) 15m 

(8) Wander up to top. Ian Ross, Mike Stone (one aid) 3.73. 

FFA Roland Pauligk 1975 

29. **Son of a Gun  50m 21 

While old-school guidebook editors described it as 

‘outstanding’, other more modern descriptions have 

referred to it as ‘liberally decorated with poor rock 

and a sandpit’. Nevertheless both agree the Direct 

Finish is the way to go. Start at the crack R of Man o’ 

War. 1) 35m (21) Up little corner to overhang, step L 

and up crack to overhang (the DF goes up here). 

Hard step L to another crack, up to roof. 2) 15m (10) 

Step down L then up, veering R. Michael Stone, Chris Bax-

ter (alt, 2 aids) 27.4.75.  FFA Kevin Lindorff 10.75 

30. **Son of a Gun DF  50m 21 

1) 35m (21) Instead of stepping L after the overhang, 

go boldly up.  2) 15m (10) as for the original.  Roland 

Pauligk, Peter Canning mid 1975 

31. **Cat o' Nine Tails  42m 21 

Great atmospheric climbing, with some dubious 

rock. The tree used at the start has survived the fires. 

Start 5m R of Son of a Gun.  Bridge off the tree at the 

arete and move up a ramp leading L to the crack. 

Follow it over overhang to roof. Hand-traverse L on 

lip to break. Up and R. Michael Law, Chris Baxter 23.3.80 
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32. Kheir-ed-Din  51m 18 

Start at the foot of the chimney which goes up be-

hind the Man o' War block. Scramble up R on fairly 

steep and loose ground from the foot of the Man o’ 

War face to access it. 1) 35m (18) Scramble up the 

back of the chimney until it narrows at some blocks, 

chimney up and out 5m to gain the foot of the shal-

low groove on the R front of the chimney. Up 

groove to foot of major V groove. 2) 16m (16) The 

steep clean groove. Philip Armstrong, Jerry Maddox (alt) 

14.1.07 

Past this point, the following routes are scattered 

over the hillside east of the Man o’ War block.  Ac-

cess is a nightmare, with steep hillside and some 

hideous prickly flora.  Hence I haven’t sighted the 

following routes directly, but Philip Armstrong kindly 

marked up the topo. 

33. Jolly Jack Tar  20m 17 

seq Something to finish the day on. Start: 60m R of 

the Man o’ War block. Steep crack up middle of short 

block L of Yard Arm buttress. Watch for some loose 

blocks below the mid height bulge. Abseil descent 

from any of a number of trees. Philip Armstrong, Jerry 

Maddox 14.1.07 

34. Henry Barberque 42m 17 

seq Start: This buttress is up at the top R hand side 

of the gully R of the Man o’ War block. It is distin-

guished by a wide crack up the front and prominent 

overhanging cap stone (landmark). The FA team ab-

seiled down its front (40m) from beneath the cap-

stone to access it. Access from below, up the gully, 

would be very unpleasant. 1) 15m (5) (roped scram-

bling) From the foot of the buttress head up short 

walls and gullies on the R edge of the buttress to 

belay below an attractive L leaning flake crack. 2) 

12m (17) Steep L leading flake then out L to belay 

on front of buttress. 3) 15m (14) Crack to capstone. 
Philip Armstrong, Jerry Maddox (alt) 14.1.07 

35. Yard-arm  53m 11 

This route and The Scuppers are both around 50m, 

but the cliff here abouts is around 70m high. I as-

sume that both routes reach the terrace at the top of 

the Three Sailors of the Armageddon buttress which 

is about 50m high [TSotA abs off a tree at 40m]. 

There is a steep narrow buttress behind this terrace 

taken by P3 of Barbertucky. Either side of this but-

tress are steep gullies which can be reached by 

scrambling down the gap behind the terrace. Abseil 

trees are available in these gullies (50m, 2 ropes). Or 

a roped pitch on the R would lead to the top pitch 

of Scurvy. Two bays (approx 60m) R of the MoW 

block is a buttress with a distinctive large block sit-

ting in front of its R edge. Start about 6m L of this 

block. [CB91: 70m R of Yawl, where a tree juts out 

beneath a corner at about 14m,and 6m L of block on 

ground (landmark)] Initialled. 1) 17m (11) Up corner 

to overhang and up L to line. Up to corner. 2) 36m 

(11) Corner turning roof on R. Rein Kamar, Bob Connell 

(alt) 13.1.73 

36. *Three Sailors of the Armageddon  40m 

19 

Looks good, and rather unlikely for the grade. As it is 

a Peter Martin route it is possibly undergraded. Cor-

ner 4m L of large detached boulder just R of The 

Scuppers.  At roof, step R and go up wall to lovely or-

ange rock and another corner.  Finish up wall above.  

Abseil from tree.  [alt desc: Start: As for Yard-arm.] 

[CB91 says: Corner beside Yard-arm’s initial] Peter 

Martin, Aidan Banfield, Ken DeForest, Tony Keeble, Chris Wright 

8.5.90 

37. I'd Rather Be Sailing 35m 21 

..than flying? A dramatic second pitch. Start at the 

distinctive block on the ground. 1) 18m (15) Up and 

over overlap into scoop. Step R and up to flake crack 

following this to ledge on R. 2) 17m (21) Step L and 

up to horizontal break. Up and left on series of dirty 

breaks. Stephen Hamilton, Gary Lyons, Nick Tapp, Mike Totter-

dell, 14.12.91 

alt: Mediocre beginning, dramatic second pitch. 1. 

18m From behind block on ground, climb left side of 

nose 5m right of Three Sailors of the Armageddon. 

Line above leads to ledge on right. 2. 17m (crux) 

Step left and go up to horizontal break. Up and left 

steeply on series of breaks (in need of cleaning).  
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38. The Scuppers  50m 9 

Looks like it covers some pretty awful territory. Start: 

Just R of the distinctive block 5m R of Three Sailors 

of the Armageddon. 1) 17m (8) Up broken vege-

tated rock to ledge. Up shattered crack to overhang, 

R and up to ledge. 2) 33m (9) Up line on poor rock 

passing L end of roof. Peter Watling, Keith Wadsworth (alt) 

27.1.73 

39. Barbertucky  76m 17 

A way up. The first 2 pitches make an OK easier ex-

cursion. 1) 18m (14) As for I’d Rather Be Sailing. 2) 

30m (15) Crack and short walls above to large ter-

race at top of buttress. (It is possible, and preferable, 

to scramble down R from here to a tree and abseil). 

3) 28m (17) Starting from the gap at the rear of the 

terrace take the flake to the horizontal break on the 

steep buttress. Traverse steeply L and up to weak-

ness. Continue to ledge at top of buttress then up 

short walls to top. Philip Armstrong, Jerry Maddox (alt) 

2.1.10 

40. Algiers  28m 18 

Bushy start but the upper half is quite fun. Start 10m 

R of the distinctive block beneath I’d Rather Be Sail-

ing. Stay on rib to avoid bushes heading for the thin 

crack in steeper head wall. Follow crack stepping R 

to tackle the final bulge. Move R to finish up Scurvy 

or traverse L to find a tree to abseil off as for IRBS 

and TSA. Philip Armstrong, Jerry Maddox 30.12.06 

41. Scurvy  78m 14 

Once you get past the lower 15m of broken rubbish 

this a surprisingly good old fashioned steep route. 

The rock is a bit frail in places. Start: R of Algiers is a 

big buttress split by a major chimney/crack line. 

Scurvy takes that line.  [CB91: 25m R of The Scup-

pers, between 2 large trees and R of the prominent 

line splitting the detached buttress] 1) 15m (10) The 

aim is to get to the big tree below the crack on the 

major buttress without handling too much shattered 

rock. Possibly best to head up near Algiers and trav-

erse R to the tree. 2) 25m (14) The awkward V 

groove to ledge. 3) 20m (14) R and up steep crack 

with some exciting sections to ledge. Watch for 

loose holds. 4) 14m (10) Easy, pimply wall from back 

of block.  Michael Stone, Chris Baxter (alt) 7.1.73 

42. Ken Can't  80m 15 

Start: 10m R of Scurvy below a big gully. 1) 40m (10) 

Start up gully heading towards a large chim-

ney/groove on the RH edge of the Scurvy buttress. 
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Up this groove stepping R onto a ledge with a large 

tree. 2) 20m (15) Up the next deep groove with a 

steep finish exiting R to a ledge below the summit 

block. 3) 8m (14) Step back L and steeply up to top 

of pinnacle 4) 12m (10) Descend from block, cross to 

main wall and up. Jerry Maddox, Philip Armstrong (alt) 2009 

43. Something Nautical  25m 16 

Nautical but nice? Be careful as some of the fire af-

fected rock breaks unexpectedly. Start at a small 

buttress about 30m R of the Scurvy buttress. Up 

short corner on L edge of buttress to overhang, step 

R onto front of block and up steep seam exiting R 

ward to ledge. Finish up slab on L. Move R to abseil 

tree. Philip Armstrong, Peter Cody 25.1.07 
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Barbican Rocks 

      rating 
 

 13 minutes 15 minutes south, some W excellent 1 bar   

This cliff is well reknowned for The Lonely Sea 

block which in itself makes the visit worthwhile. 

However, a number of the other routes are well 

worth getting out of bed for. On the other hand, 

some of the older easier routes ascend some of 

the most disgusting looking gullies ever recorded 

as climbs.  History will judge the first ascention-

ists. 

Like Barbican Wall this is a good summer destina-

tion as the cliff is shady for much of the day. 

 Follow Redman Rd 3.7km from the main 

Grampians Rd. A concrete causeway crosses Bar-

ney's Creek here (S37.22150 E142.57729). Park 

just before the causeway.   No mobile reception 

down here. 

 The start of the ‘track’ is not marked.  Try going 

into the bush at a burnt-out but still live eucalypt, 

about 20m before (west of) the causeway.  After 

15m bear right to roughly parallel the creek.  You 

should find some cairns and maybe a tape marker, 

bearing up and right, then back left across the hill.  

This heads for the left-hand end of the crag 

(S37.22005 E142.57729). The route is steep and 

unstable in places, yet it’s only 160m in a direct 

line from the road; this crag is crying out for a 

well-graded access track. 

Descent is via easy gullies at the far left or far 

right of the cliff, or via abseil;  anchors are only 

available at the ledge below the top of The Lonely 

Sea block (60m) and above Captain Snowball. 

Neither of these are easily accessible from the top 

of the cliff if finishing other routes. Alternatively 

find a secure tree to abseil off. 

 If you found the cairns you should arrive at 

the base of a steep V gully at the left end of the 

cliff.  A cairn on the edge of the boulder marks 

this spot.  Around the buttress to the left is the 

west side and descent track.  Dubloon takes the 

buttress on the right side of this gully. 

The left half of the cliff is defined by several steep 

bushy clefts.  From left to right, the first of these 

is the V-gully mentioned, the 2nd is right of Long 

Johns, the 3rd deep left-facing corner is a climb (!), 

see Yo Ho Ho.  The next deep left-facing corner 

starting up a gully is The Plank and this forms the 

left edge of The Lonely Sea buttress which has a 

1.5m overhang just right of the nose. 
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West Side 

These routes face west and are accessed 

from the descent ‘gully’/track on the left 

end of the cliff. 

1. *Sink or Swim  15m 17 

Tough grade 16’s are a major demoraliser, 

so I’ve added a grade to spare you the 

embarassment.  Start about 30m down 

from the top of the descent gully, 40m up 

L from Pineapple Jack, at some orange rock 

with a smooth grey wall on the R. 

S37.21980 E142.57693. Climb the L lead-

ing flake leading to a bulge, then move L 

and climb a thin crack. Stephen Hamilton, Pe-

ter Woolford 2.4.91 

2. *Pineapple Jack  30m 19 

Good climbing with some sections of frag-

ile rock and fiddly gear. Starts mid-way up 

the descent gully, on the nicest-looking 

west facing wall. Up the line of flakes lead-

ing up and slightly L, with a hard move to 

gain the small roof. Up then move 4m R to 

rings above Captain Snowball. Chris Baxter, 

Tim Burke 31.12.90 

3. **Captain Snowball  30m 13 

Very good climbing with good pro. The best easy 

route in the Barbican region. Start up Pineapple Jack 

then continue up the main R-facing corner-crack to 

the R of PJ. Chris Baxter, Ross Taylor 28.10.90 

There are double rings directly at the finish of Cap-

tain Snowball at a good stance.  26m to ground.  

4. My Uncle's a Sailor  20m 18 

optional topo 79743 From 10m R and slightly down 

from Pineapple Jack a narrow ledge runs across to 

the R. Move along this to the second buttress. Be-

layer will need an anchor.  Start below the L edge of 

a narrow buttress. Up easy blocky cracks just L of 

buttress to ledge at 6m. Line up and R onto L edge 

of narrow buttress. Up line to finish up shallow thin 

crack in headwall (fiddly pro). Abseil from a sling, or 

make an easy roped scramble up the gully under the 

chockstone to the descent gully. Philip Armstrong, Peter 

Cody 22.5.10 

Main Buttresses 
As noted under Bearings, the next route starts on 

the right-hand side of the first south-facing gully, 

up and right from a cairned boulder. 

5. Dubloon  73m 13 

Takes a major line up the L side of the 2nd buttress 

from the LH end of cliff. 1) 30m (13) Up L-facing 

crack for 9m to below overhang, then traverse R to 

V-groove. Up this and wall and cracks on L to ledge. 

2) 30m (9) Up line to ledge, step R onto thin plate at 

lip of overhang. Up to ledge then continue up nice 

cracks to higher ledge. 3) 13m (10) Up chimney 

crack and wall. John Moore, Daryl Carr, Jerry Grandage (var) 

04.66 

6. *Plunder the Spanish Main  65m 21 

Excellent climbing up a nice line. Start 6m R of 

Dubloon, on the other side of the buttress. 1) 20m 

(21) Small R facing corner then thin bulging line. 2) 

45m Step back L, up wall to ledge. Straight up next 

wall then veer slightly R to climb wall just R of wide 

crack. Kevin Lindorff, Tony Dignan 21.1.78 
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7. Long Johns  83m 18 

Better than it looks, the second pitch is quite 

good. Start at bushy crack 4m R of Plunder the 

Spanish Main. 1) 42m (18) Line to ledge with a 

tricky move at half height. 2) 41m (18) Crack to 

cave, steeply out of this and up wall to ledge 

(good belay spot). Up more easily from here. 
Keith Lockwood, Norm Booth (alt) 6.1.73 

Right of Long Johns is the second bushy gully.  

Up it a little on the right wall is .. 

8. Massive Attack 16m 21 

Starts 12m R of Plunder The Spanish Main. Dis-

continuous cracks up the L side of the wall on 

the R side of the recess. Abseil from tree.  Wayne 

Maher, Pia Larque 20.11.99 

9. Blackbeard 83m 12 

Not destined to be a classic. The scrubby, L-

slanting crack just R of Massive Attack. 1) 25m 

(12) Up scrubby crack to tree. 2) 39m (12) 

Chimney to foot of corner. 3) 20m (10) Corner 

and crack. Rein Kamar, Bob Connell (alt) 31.12.72 

No other description was given for the next 

route, but I’d guess it steps R and up cracks, L of 

the arete. 

10. Blackbeard Variant 24m 15 

Best done as a short route in its own right, then 

abseil off. Start as for Blackbeard. Hugh Foxcroft, Pe-

ter Martin 9.1.82 

11. Bowrail 21m 19 

From V-corner at the toe of the buttress down R 

of Blackbeard, up corner for 5m to the roof, move 

R to nose, left round roof and up to second tree 

nv. Abseil. Peter Martin, Mark Savage 8.11.92 

12. *All at Sea Direct 35m 22 

A harder and better version. Start as for All at Sea 

but follow the L seam all the way.  Peter Martin, 

James Finlay 8.11.92 

13. *All at Sea 35m 19 

Enjoyable wall climbing which moves between 

the 2 seams to find the easiest way up. Start from 

large slanting block on ground, 2m R of Bowrail.   
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There are 2 thin cracklines above. Hugh Foxcroft, Peter 

Martin 9.1.82 

14. *Seascape 20m 21 

Another variant to the above.  Corner 2m R of All at 

Sea. Follow the R line all the way. Peter Martin, Bruno 

Sanker 8.11.92 

It wasn’t clear how this next route gets up to the 

flake; take the topo with a dose of confusion. 

15. **And a Bottle of Rum 93m 18 

A lovely sustained first pitch with excellent protec-

tion. Start 4m R of All at Sea.  1) 25m (18) Up to and 

up the lovely L-facing flake.  2) 23m (17) Step R and 

climb overhanging wall to corner and chimney. 3) 

45m (10) Corners and cracks as for Blackbeard. Peter 

McKeand, Tim Hancock (one aid) 7.1.73.  FFA Kevin Lindorff 1976 

16. *And a Bottle of Rum Alt Finish 93m 18 

 Alternative finish, more in keeping with the stand-

ard of the route. 1) & 2) as for above.  3) 15m Up 

easily R to big chimney line of Yo Ho Ho. 4) 30m (18) 

Steep crack up buttress to R.  Watch the rock for the 

first few meters. Philip Armstrong, Rob Burton 26.2.07.  Pitch 

4 is also recorded as Jolly Roger Direct Finish. 

17. **And a Bottle of Rum Link-up  75m 18 

A good combination giving 3 pitches of similar 

grade, and well protected. 1) 25m (18) As for AABoR. 

2) 20m (18) as for pitch 2 of What You See is What You 

Get 3) 30m (18) As for pitch 4 of AABoR Alt Finish.  

There’s a possible route on the RH side of this face, 

joining the arete 2/3 of the way up. 

18. *What You See Is What You Get  70m 20 

P1 is strenous and sustained. Start 3m R of And A 

Bottle Of Rum. 1) 25m (20) Up to large flake on ledge. 

Climb impressive cracked wall above to belay on L as 

for And a Bottle of Rum. 2) 20m (18) R and up over-

hanging wall. Up and R to wall. Up this past horizon-

tal break then bearing R-ward near top to belay be-

low steep crack just R of chimney gully.  3) 25m (18) 

Up wall just R of arete with poor pro.  Wayne Maher, 

Glen Donohue (P1 only, with 1 aid), 28.10.90. Complete route: 

Stephen Hamilton, Peter Stevens 31.12.90 

19. Yo Ho Ho  90m 12 

You'd need at least a bottle of rum in you to even 

imagine that this was worth climbing. Start 2m R of 

WYSIWYG at the big deep left-facing line. Marked 

with an X, possibly as some kind of warning. 1) 40m 

(12) Bash upwards. 2) 50m (12) More of the same 

only worse. Up the hideous cleft above. Chris Baxter, 

Michael Stone (alt), Peter McKeand 31.12.72 

20. Crocks on the Rocks  18m 17 

Crack on L side of wall facing And a Bottle of Rum and 

What You See is What You Get. From ledge, scramble 

off right over buttress to abseil tree. Wayne Maher, 

Derek Vissor 30.12.95 

21. Jolly Roger  100m 12 

Ugly cleft 10m R of Yo Ho Ho, on the RH side of the 

buttress. Initialled. 1) 30m (12) Up cleft trying to ig-

nore terrifying cracked chockstone (!!), then arete to 

ledge. 2) 14m (12) Crack to overhang, L to ledge. 3) 

20m (12) Climb wall, step R to crack and up past 

overhangs to large ledge. 4) 36m (13) P3 comes out 

directly beneath prominent steep crack. Up the R 

ward leading line R of this to overhangs (there is a 

mysterious old peg out L here). Exposed traverse R 

to next crack, up. Chris Dewhirst, John Moore (alt) 13.3.66 

That chockstone has been there since 1966 .. 

22. Jolly Roger Direct Finish 30m 18 

As for And a Bottle Of Rum Alt Finish, pitch 4. 
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23. Landlubber Port Side  90m 19 

An attempt to do something useful with the neat lit-

tle starting corner of Landlubber without spending 

the next 90m in dirty gullies. Whilst not great this 

variant does stay on real rock the whole way. Start as 

for Landlubber. 1) 45m (19) Up corner with a couple 

of intense moves near the top. At top of corner head 

up L to shallow R-facing groove, up this to smooth 

slab, move L below slab into JR. 2) 15m (12) Up 

crack as for JR to large terrace (you arrive directly 

under the obvious vertical crack line of 

Jolly Roger Direct Finish) 3) 30m (16) 

Follow R leaning line R of JRDF finish-

ing up headwall. (JR P4 starts up this 

line but traverses off R about level with 

the old rusty peg below the overhangs) 
Peter Cody, Philip Armstrong (alt) 31.10.09 

24. Landlubber  105m 19 

After the first nice corner the climb de-

teriorates badly. 10m R & up from Jolly 

Roger is a R facing corner. The first two 

pitches were written up as one 62m 

pitch, I’ve suggested splitting it as fol-

lows: 1) 20m (19) Up corner, step R to 

tree and belay on top of block. 2) 42m 

Follow scrubby line up and R-wards 3) 

25m From top block climb choss to join 

The Plank at its final chimney. 4) 18m 

(14) The chimney. Keith Lockwood, Andrew 

Thomson (alt) 31.12.72 

25. The Plank  105m 14 

Walking it would be preferable to 

climbing it. Even the first ascent party 

said it was unbelievable choss. Start at 

the L facing deep line 5m R of Landlub-

ber. Faint initial looks like an ‘O’. 1) 26m 

(14) Line to cave. 2) 30m From cave go 

diagonally R over loose blocks, continue 

up line to exit up R. 3) 8m Scrub and 

the line to next ledge. 4) 23m Traverse L 

to chimney, up to ledge. 5) 18m Up. 
Keith Lockwood, Chris Baxter (alt) 10.3.69 

Lonely Sea Buttress 

The cleft of The Plank delineates the left side of this 

buttress, which is a prominent piece of wall visible 

from the valley.  At the top of the buttress is a large 

terrace which is referred to by route descriptions. 

Double rings have been placed on a small ledge 

which is an easy but exposed downclimb about 7m 

down from the front of the terrace (belay required).  

Routes such as The Lonely Sea now logically finish 
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on this ledge.  It is a 60m rap from here – yes that 

means 2x60m ropes.  Alternatively it is possible to 

scramble and walk down gullies to the right (east) of 

the terrace, with care. 

This next route starts at a corner, unfortunately there 

are two to choose from and the way is not clear 

from the ground.  Either one should get you to the 

same destination. 

6. Keelhaul  112m 13 

It starts off promisingly but then goes out of its way 

to find dirty gullies. Either abseil off after P2 or do 

the Direct Finish. Start 10m down and R of The Plank. 

1) 38m (13) Climb corner just L of arete to a large 

alarming looking pinnacle. Up behind this to ledge. 

2) 26m (10) R and up gully to terrace at top of 

Lonely Sea wall. 3) 18m Up diagonal crack in steep 

wall behind terrace for a few metres to a horizontal 

break. Traverse L on this around arete to foot of 

gully. 4) 30m Up gully. Geoff Gledhill, Phillip Gledhill, Alan 

Gledhill (var) 10.1.69 

27. Keelhaul Direct  104m 15 

Makes for a reasonable middle grade outing. The 

top 2 pitches have been climbed many times over 

the years by people continuing to the top from The 

Lonely Sea terrace. 1) 38m (13) As for Keelhaul.  2) 

26m (10) As for Keelhaul. 3) 25m (15) Climb the 

steep R leading diagonal crack up the wall behind 

The Lonely Sea terrace to a large ledge. 4) 15m (10) 

Up middle of face behind ledge. FADU 

28. Lonely Finish  20m 18 

 Alternative to Keelhaul Direct (pitches 3&4). Start 

from the terrace at the top of The Lonely Sea block. 

The wall behind the terrace has an obvious diagonal 

crack (Keelhaul Direct). R of this is a thin crack in or-

ange rock. Up steep thin crack easing towards top. 

Finish as for Keelhaul Direct. Philip Armstrong, Jerry Mad-

dox 11.4.99 

I shouldn’t need to say it, but you shouldn’t trust the 

1970s-era fixed piton on the next route. 

29. *Heavy Seas  60m 21 

Exposed voyage up the L arete of The Lonely Sea 

wall. Start 2m or 4m (depending on which corner 

you think it is) R of Keelhaul. 1) 15m (21) Climb the 

arete on the L side of the wall (L of the overhang) 

with a few hard moves past a fixed peg. 2) 25m (21) 

Up shallow corner, traverse R under triangular over-

hang, then L under next overhang and up to ledge. 

3) 20m (18) Climb corner, then R under roof. Up 

strenuously around arete and up to terrace. Kim Carri-

gan, Mike Law, Peter Watson (var) 5.3.78 

The sum of pitch lengths for the next three routes 

were shorter than the 60m abseil; I’ve made adjust-

ments which are an estimate. 

30. The Lonely Sea DS  60m 21 

1) 20m (21) The steep line 2m L of the original, 

which joins it.  not verified.  2) 40m (20) as for the 

original.  FADU 

31. ***The Lonely Sea  60m 20 

One of the great classics of Grampians climbing and 

a great effort for its day. It takes the steep and stren-

uous crack up the L side of the wall. Start 7m R of 

Heavy Seas. S37.21993 E142.57805. 1) 20m (18) 

Climb the L facing corner. Swing R at the overhang 

to a small stance. 2) 40m (20) Up the thin crack to 

narrow ledge, head steeply into the overhanging 

crack, and up this (a large cam or two is useful). 

Move R and up at the top to the ledge and rap rings. 
Michael Stone, Chris Dewhirst (alt) Ian Ross 1973 

32. ***The Lonely Race  60m 19 

A combination of routes which is one of the best 

routes at the grade anywhere. 1) 20m (18) As for The 

Lonely Sea 2) 40m (19) Up The Lonely Sea to the hori-

zontal ledge. Up under overhangs tending R to the 

sentry box on The Last Grain Race. Up thin crack airily 

past an old peg on a steep wall. Step R and up past 

a couple of steps to the ledge. FADU other than as listed. 

33. **The Last Grain Race  60m 18 

Another old classic, overshadowed by the variants 

which use bits of it to make better climbs. Start at 

the crack 4m R of The Lonely Sea. 1) 32m (18) Up the 

crack L of the pillar to a narrow ledge at 23m (possi-

ble belay), move L a few moves and up crack to sen-

try box. Steeply up thin crack past old peg. Step R to 

small stance. 2) 18m (15) Steep crack then easier 

walls and cracks to terrace. Chris Dewhirst, Peter McKeand 

(alt) 1973 (3 aids).  FFA Kevin Lindorff 1975 

34. **The Last Grain Race-La Mer Combo 

45m 19 

Combines the best bits of La Mer and The Last Grain 
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Race in a direct line. Intimidating climbing in exhila-

rating positions. Start as for TLGR. Up the crack as 

for TLGR to the narrow ledge (possible belay). A rot-

ten crack leads to a sentry box directly above. Gulp a 

couple of times then climb out onto the wall above, 

scurry quickly L to a crack, up this to a ledge (origi-

nal belay spot and now rap anchors). Rap off, or 

continue up cracks and corners to terrace above. 

35. *La Mer  51m 19 

The first pitch is loose and unprotected making it 

hard to recommend the route in this form despite 

the good climbing higher up. Do the combo instead. 

Start 2m R of The Last Grain Race, at RH side of the 

pillar. 1) 23m (19) Up R side of shattered pillar then 

the flake above to a ledge. Step L and follow thin 

crack to cramped stance. 2) 18m (19) Rotten crack to 

sentry box. Exposed moves up onto wall above. Step 

L to thin crack and up to ledge. 3) 10m (15) Step R 

to short crack, up this and steps above. Chris Baxter, 

Michael Stone (alt) 25.4.77 

36. *The Old Men and the Sea  54m 18 

Despite a few bushes on the first pitch this is a 

worthwhile route giving the easiest ascent of The 

Lonely Sea wall. Start 3m R of La Mer below a thin 

crack. 1) 18m (18) The crack to a ledge on R. 2) 18m 

(15) Up the big flakes to belay at the top of the sec-

ond one. 3) 18m (13) Traverse 2m L and climb crack. 
Chris Baxter, Michael Stone (alt) 5.3.78 

37. Frigate  100m 16 

The top 2½ pitches are OK, but getting there is not. 

Start as for The Old Men and the Sea. Faint initial. 1) 

45m Up the R-leaning vegetated ramp to a ledge at 

20m. Up chimney for 10m, exiting R. Up to a large 

ledge. 2) 20m (13) Move to back of ledge, go R 6m, 

then up weakness to crack. 3) 17m (15) The steep 

crack to a ledge. 4) 17m (16) Chimney to old unnec-

essary BR then awkward wide crack. Ian Guild, Mike 

Stone (var, one aid) 13.3.66.  FFA Chris Baxter 1976 

38. Sloop  100m 9 

A direct finish to Frigate avoiding the only good 

pitch on that route. The second pitch chimney looks 

frightening and is likely to be undergraded by mod-

ern standards. 1) 45m As for Frigate. 2) 34m (9) The 

big chimney taking off from the L back of the ledge. 

Belay below the large chockstone. 3) 19m Up L of 

the chockstone. Alan Gledhill, Geoff Gledhill (var) 26.3.67 

39. *Randrubbers 28m 21 

Should get a star, for the name alone.  Looks worth-

while. Start 6m R of Frigate, on the L arete of the 

clean buttress on the R.  Climb the arete past 2 

ledges. Scoop on R, then scoop on L to BR. Up then 

L over pedestal to double PR. Up, slightly R to ledge 

and BR. Up to R of belay block. Abseil from tree. (A 

50m rope, doubled, just reaches the ground). Dayle 

Gilliatt 4.2.95 

40. *Starboard Bow  28m 18 

Good short one to finish the day. Start 25m R of 

Frigate, 2m L of a largely free standing orange pillar.  

Up the irregular crack. Stephen Hamilton, Chris Baxter, Tim 

Burke, Peter Stevens 31.12.90 

Despite the vast majority of the routes being left of 

this point, significant parts of the cliff lie to the right.  

Many opportunities for future ascentionists to get 

their name in the 2032 guidebook. 

There’s now a broad bushy gully with a number of 

pinnacles up the hill above you.  Continuing R at the 

same level as Starboard Bow for 60m you reach the 

RH side of the gully, a narrow buttress. 

41. *Lost in the Wild, Wild Seas  25m 19 

Start on the buttress on the RH side of the gully R of 

Sloop. Up shallow L-facing corner and seam. Finish 

up wall above. Mark Savage, Ben Shui 6.11.92 

42. *Jamaica  58m 19 

At S37.21942 E142.57893. Quite good climbing, es-

pecially the first pitch. Start on the R side of the but-

tress, 15m R of Lost in the Wild, Wild Seas. 1) 28m (18) 

Up shallow L-facing corner heading towards a small 

overhang at 6m. Exit L from the corner at the good 

holds. Nice climbing up the seams up the arete to 

stance below short R-facing corner, tricky moves up 

this to ledge (optional abseil – not verified). 2) 20m 

(19) Go 5m up the chimney, R onto ledges, up R 

leading flake line to horizontal break, step out R and 

up onto narrow ledge on front of buttress. Up face 

to good ledge. 3) 10m (18) R-hand crack in short 

wall then easily. Continue up easy ground to top or 

scramble down L to trees and abseil.  Jerry Maddox, 

Philip Armstrong (alt) 11.3.07 

43. *Sea Legs  55m 20 

Two solid pitches. Start 14m R of Jamaica, 10m L of 

Buccaneer and 3m L of a chimney. 1) 27m (19) Thin 
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crack to the second ledge. 2) 28m (20) From the 

next [? -ed] ledge climb awkward seam and step L to 

foot of middle crack,up this to terrace. Find tree to 

abseil off. David Gairns, Chris Baxter 1.12.90 

44. Buoy Toy  27m 17 

A bit artificial, struggles to keep out of the chimney. 

Arete 2m R of Sea Legs. Do not enter the chimney on 

the R until level with the large ledge on the R.  Last 

5m up chimney to tree (abseil). Chris Baxter, Tim Burke 

31.12.90 

45. *Haul Away  27m 22 

Gymnastic climbing on good rock. Start 3m R of 

Buoy Toy. Finger crack and seams up the red buttress 

3m R of BT between the chimney on the L and the 

chimney of Buccaneer. Above the crux, climb L arete 

to top of buttress. Descend as for BT from abseil 

tree. Stephen Hamilton, Peter Stevens 31.12.90 

46. Buccaneer  63m 8 

The narrow chimney 4m R of Haul Away. Very faint 

initial on L. 1) 35m (8) Climb the narrow chimney 

passing in front of 2 chockstones to the top of the 

boulder choke. 2) 33m (8) Up chimney 6m to chock-

stone. Traverse 10m L along ledge, cross scrubby 

gully and climb short wall. Continue to second wall 

and up this to ledge. 3) 13m (8) Climb wall R of 

crack. Alan Geldhill, Geoff Gledhill (alt) 24.3.67 

47. Boys Will Be Buoys  58m 18 

Sustained and strenuous. P2 is an old fashioned 

wide crack thrutch, OK if you like that kind of thing. 

Take some XL cams.  Start at thin R-leaning crack 4m 

R of Buccaneer. 1) 28m (18) Thin crack to ledge with 

tree. Awkward moves up corner to pinnacle on R. 2) 

30m (18) Traverse 2m L and up corner on suss rock 

to overhang. Up wide bulging crack to terrace. Ab-

seil from tree down R.  David Gairns, Chris Baxter (alt) Peter 

Canning 1.12.90 

48. *Cap’n Flint  30m 18 

Around the arete R of Boys will be Buoys is a promi-

nent crack line up the R wall of the buttress. 

S37.21929 E142.57930. Access the ledge below the 

crack via the short wide crack on L or walk in from 

the R. Steep and exciting climbing up to and up the 

crack. Take an XL cam for the top. Abseil off tree at 

top of crack. Philip Armstrong, Jerry Maddox 11.3.07 

Right of Cap’n Flint is another gully with many possi-

bilities up higher.  Continuing right at the same level, 

30m further you reach the start of the next buttress, 

with a pinnacle leaning against its left-hand end.  

S37.21918 E142.57960. 

Despite acres of rock there is just one old route: 

49. Heave Ho  93m 16 

After a reasonable first pitch the climb degenerates. 

Possible and best to abseil off after P2. Start 20m R 

of the pinnacle, at a R-facing corner, just R of a 

square-cut 1.5m overhang. Faded but legible initial 

at waist level. 1) 25m Climb up to and up corner un-

til 5m below overhang. Out R briefly onto wall then 

continue up corner and over overhang. Up until level 

with tree on R. Traverse to tree. 2) 20m (16) Climb V 

chimney and overhang. Up 2m then R across slab to 

stance. (Abseil tree across R from here.) 3) 30m Up R 

over hideous choss to foot of chimney. 4) 23m 

Chimney to large chockstone. 5) 20m Back into the 

bowels of the earth to emerge through a small hole.  
Rein Kamar, Bob Connell (alt, one aid) 6.1.73.  FFA Chris Baxter, 

Dave Gairns 4.2.89 

There’s a very nice looking pale face about 60m R of 

Heave Ho.  About 20m further there’s a descent 

gully. 
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Redman Road:  Barney Castle 

Barney Castle 

      rating 
 

 13 minutes 40 minutes west,south,east tbc tbc   

A fabulous-looking piece of rock with only a hand-

ful of routes.  This has also been listed as Barbican 

East.  It has been suggested that it can be ac-

cessed from the 4WD track that branches left off 

Redman Track at the head of the valley, but as 

this appears to involve 1km of cross-country bush-

bashing I suggest access via Barbican Rocks as be-

low.  actually the reference read: walk north along 

old Jeep track heading north from Redman Road 

opposite start of Seven Dials Track. When below 

saddle, head straight up to it, steeply.  Check if 

there’s still a track (doubt it).  In any case it’s no 

shorter. 

 As for Barbican Rocks. 

 As for Barbican Rocks, then follow the cliffline 

all the way to the far right-hand end (Heave Ho).  

This should take about 25 minutes.  Make your 

way across the saddle between the two cliffs with 

difficulty (bushy and with fallen timber). 

 I haven’t visited this crag.  Topos are a guess but 

they match the first two descriptions.  Use your 

judgement.  -37.218273, 142.580380 tbc 

resequence – 3 & 4 belong here.  Also check MJ 

email. 

MJ> Re-looking at the routes on Barney Castle – I 

reckon Barbie Can is on “my” face, if not one of my 

lines. The description and height are about right: im-

mediately right of the saddle and 25m high. It actu-

ally sounds like OYBH, except for the grade. I think 

the poxy corner forming the left side of the wall is 

WAMB. 

Then I think the massive R-Facing corner of Beyond 

the Call of Duty is immediately R of where you have 

marked Barbie Can 

1. Barbie Can 25m 19 

Pushy, old-fashioned climbing to get the pulse rac-

ing. Immediately R of the saddle between Barney 

Castle and Barbican Rocks is a relatively compact 

wall. This climb is the first line R of a poxy corner 

forming the L side of the wall. Finish immediately R 


